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Multivariate Time Series Classification
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● HIVE-COTEv2 (HC2) [1] is the most accurate algorithm on the 
UEA multivariate time series (MTS) classification.

● HC2 is quite slow with high dimensional MTS problems.
● ROCKET [2] is a very good MTS classifier, and is very fast [3]
● Can we speed up HC2 using ROCKET to select 

dimensions without loss of accuracy?
[1] HIVE-COTE 2.0: a new meta ensemble for time series classification, MACH. 2021
[2] ROCKET: exceptionally fast and accurate time series classification using random 
convolutional kernels DAMI 2020
[3] The great multivariate time series classification bake off. DAMI 2021

Research Question



Why Use a Feature/Dimension Selection Pipeline?

• Feature selection or creation may improve average 
accuracy

• It may speed up training without a significant 
reduction in accuracy
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We focus on feature selection pipelines rather than  
wrappers or feature creation because our priority is 

increasing speed and reducing memory for HC2



● Merit score function (MSTS) [1,2]. Score dimensions based on 
1-NN DTW predictions, select a subset of dimensions

● Kmeans, Elbow Class Sum (ECS), Elbow Class Pairwise 
(ECP) [3]: dimensions are selected based on distances 
between series within classes 

[1] A feature selection method for multi dimension time series data. 5th AALTD (2020)
[2] Feature subset selection for detecting fatigue in runners using time series sensor data. ICPRAI (2022)
[3] Fast channel selection for scalable multivariate time series classification. 6th AALTD (2021)

Related Work

Elbow Point, select first three dimensions



Score each dimension independently using the super fast Mini-
ROCKET classifier with three fold cross validation, then filter 
using the elbow method used in ECP/ECS

Dimension selection using ROCKET filters
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RandomX: Choose X% of features randomly
ROCKET: three scoring methods from single dimension 
rocket predictions
ECS. Sum of difference between centroid pair distance
ECP. Union of sum of individual centroid pair distances
MSTC. Use ROCKET for predictions instead of 1-NN DTW



15 “high” dimensional data
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Results



Dimensions selected



Conclusion

● The three ROCKET variants are significantly worse than HC2, and no better 
than randomly selecting 60% of dimensions

● Only ECP and MSTS reduce dimensionality without reducing the accuracy of 
HC2 significantly (but are not much better than selecting 60% randomly)

● On average, HC2-MSTS selects fewer dimensions
● There is little difference in time between the three algorithms

Next: Add more high dimensional problems to the repository, look at the effect 
of filtering on each HC2 component, look at feature creation (e.g. PCA based), 
compare to contracting.
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